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No, John. You are the Demons! 
 “What? You again!” This was the fourth time you had used the dark arts to summon a demoness for your 

own pleasure. Now, yet again, a beautiful succubus stands before you grinning wickedly. However you can 

feel it’s different this time. “Stupid mortal, we have been waiting for you to fuck up the summoning circle. 

Now you will join us.” In horror you try to speak but find your entire body immobilized. “Fortunately for you, 

it is customary to allow you to pick your new form. Such a shame, I could have had so much fun with you!” 

She summons forth a black bound book, and allows you to look through it. 

 “First, you have 20 form points to spend, mortal.” 

 Changes are separated into the two schools of demonic classification. Demonic forms focus on corruption 

of victims. Bestial forms focus on lust and dehumanization (you fucking furry). You may combine aspects 

from the two schools or stick to one, I don’t give a shit. If you do not pick an option from one of the boxes, 

you default to whatever would be normal for a human. 

Wings 

Wings grant you the ability to fly. You may 
choose how your wings look. From 
demonic, draconic, to avian, it does not 
matter.          
 Retractable: (-1) Your wings can 
retract and extend in a manner of your 
choosing.        
 Small:  (-1)   Capable of allowing 
you to hover around 10 feet off the 
ground. It is kind of cute…     
 Medium: (-3)  Allows for  actual 
flight. You’ll be able to soar above the 
clouds without a second thought.   
 Large: (-5)   This will allow for full 
flight, plus the ability to carry an extra 
persons worth of weight with you.   
  Gust: (-2)   Your wings are   
  capable of generated a large blast of wind 
  capable of sweeping mortals off their feet.  

Horns 

Horns can be both cosmetic, or as a 
conduit for spell-casting. No demon is 
complete without a set of horn atop his/
her head.          
 Retractable: (-1) Your horns may 
retract and extend in a manner of your 
choosing         
 Bumps: (-1)  Small protrusions 
that are merely ornamental. These do not 
allow for spell casting. Size between 1” - 4”
 Bestial: (-3)  Horns of a goat  or 
similar gives you access to 1 savage magic. 
Horns must have a length between 4”- 2’. 
  Carved: (-3)   Demonic carvings are 
  engraved into your horns. This grants an  
  additional 1 savage magic.    
 Demonic: (-3)  Great demonic horns 
sit atop your head. These give access to 1 
demonic magic. Length must be 3”-12”.  

Tail 

A tail gives it’s owner a possible fifth 
appendage, and in some cases, access to 
more magic. A tail is an integral part of 
your status as a demon.      
 Retractable: (-1) Your tail can retract 
and extend in a manner of your choosing. 
 Standard: (-1)  The classical spade-
tipped demon tail. It trails lazily behind you 
and offers little control to the owner.  
 Bestial : (-3)   Any type of 
animalistic tail you desire. Can cast 1 
savage magic.        
  Stinger: (-1)   Your tail is now an  
  insect like stinger of your choosing. This  
  may use venoms.      
 Demonic: (-2)  This tail allows you to 
grasp objects and cast 1 demonic magic. 
  Cock-Tail: (-2)  Your tail is now a  
  large prehensile penis in a form of your  
  choosing. It is able to ejaculate. Default  
  length is 4’. An  additional –1  may be   
  spend to increase the length by 1’. This  
  may be taken multiple times.       
  Duplicate:  (-1)  You may make an  
  exact copy of  a previously purchased   
  (Standard, Bestial or demonic) tail. This  
  may be taken multiple times. Magic   
  abilities are not copied. 

Tongue 

Tongues allow for both spell-casting and 
potentially as another grasping part. 
 Charismatic: (-1) This gives you much 
greater social prowess and persuasive 
skills. Length between 3”-6”.  This may be 
added on to any other tongue, though the 
limits of that tongue still apply.     
 Bestial: (-0)  You may choose an 
animalistic tongue of your choosing. You 
will no longer be able to speak other than 
any combination of howls or yelps or 
whatever. Can cast 1 savage magic. If you 
have an ability that allows for an 
alternative communication method, you 
may use that.                     

 Demonic: (-2)  A snake-like tongue, 
 able to cast 1 demonic magic. Length 
 between 4”-15”.        

  Cock-Tongue: (-2) You may    
  transform your tongue into a penis at will. 
  Length must be within the previous  4”- 
  15”.          
  Retractable: (-2)  Your tongue can  
  retract and extend in a manner of your  
  choosing.        
  Potent Saliva: (-1)  Your tongue may be 
  used to deliver venom.  

Shape-Shifting 

These choices grant you the ability to 
modify your form within certain 
boundaries. Shape-shifting is limited by 
what is ‘normal’ for your form. You cannot 
add parts, however you may remove,  
shrink, change the color, etc., already 
existing parts. You may combine bestial 
and major for (-6).     
 Minor:  (-2)  You may make minor 
changes to your form. No sex changes or 
other fun stuff. Only what you consider to 
be within normal human proportions.  
 Bestial: (-3)  You may shift 
between your demonic and a fully animal 
form of your choosing at will. You must 
keep the same sex as your demonic form. 
 Major: (-4)  You receive the same 
benefits as minor, along with the ability to 
make permanent changes to mortals. You 
still cannot change sex.     

 

Teeth 

Your teeth have the potential to deliver 
both physical or venomous damage to 
your victims. You default to small fangs. 
 Small:  (-1)   Small but effective, 
these are standard to all demons. They 
may inject venom if you purchase it. 
Length between 0.5”-1”.         
 Bestial: (-1)  Your teeth may take 
on features of an animal of your choosing. 
Able to deliver venom if realistic. For 
example, a rabbit should not be able to 
deliver venom. A wolf may.   
 Venom/Etc:  (-1) For each choice. 
You choose which (all or none) venoms to 
inject at will.         
  Paralysis:   Paralyze for 1 hour per  
  injection.        
  Retractable:  Fangs will extend 1” extra 
  when injecting.       
  Lust:   Victim will be filled with  
  lust for 1 hour.       
  Kiss:   Venom can now be used 
  with a kiss.  If you take this you do not  
  require any fangs for injection.   
  Death:   Your venom can now be  
  fatal.         
  Submission:  Target will now behave  
  submissively for one hour 

Skin 

Skin can offer both physical and magical 
protection. Select one option from below 
 Scales: (-2)  Your scales cover 
most of your body, excluding portions or 
your torso and head. It offers excellent 
physical protection.       
  Chameleon: (-1)   You may blend into  
  your background to evade detection.  

 Fur: (-2)   Fur offers medium 
magical and physical protection. Fur may 
come from any animal of your choice.  
  Soft: (-1)   Your fur is  enticing.  
  People will be drawn to it and wish to  
  touch it.         

 Flesh: (-1)   Flesh provides 
magical resistance making binds on you 
less effective. You may choose whatever 
color you wish.        

  Tattooed: (-3)  Your skin has been  
  inked with demonic magic. You may   
  choose how little or much it covers, but  
  must be at  least 15% of your skin’s surface 
  area. You may cast 1 demonic magic.   
    

Ears 

Ears allow you perceive what is happening 
around you . Taking either option will allow 
you to communicate telepathically with 
other demons in the area.     
 Bestial : (-2)    You now have 
ears of an animal of your choosing. Your 
ears  take on the aspects of whatever 
animal is your choice.      

  Primal: (-1)    You can now  
  speak to  any animal of moderate   
  intelligence. An ant, for example, will not  
  offer much conversation. 
 Demonic: (-2)   Your ears are now 
elongated (1”-4” longer) your hearing is 
now much more accurate than a mortal’s.
  Echoes of Despair: (-1) You can now  
  detect and locate mortals who are in a  
  compromised emotional state.    

 Telepathy: (-2)  You can now 
communicate telepathically with any 
mortal. Can be combined with any other 
option. 

 

Eyes 

Your eyes are the strongest link you have 
with reality.       
 Bestial: (-2)  You may choose to 
possess eyes of an animal of your 
choosing. Your eyes gain any of their 
strengths or weaknesses.     
  Heat Vision: (-2)  You can now view the 
  heat profile of creatures through any   
  object within 20 feet.      

 Demonic: (-2)  You can now 
perceive either a person’s deepest desires 
or their greatest fears, an additional (-1) 
may be paid for both.      
  Auras: (-2)    You can now see a  
  person’s emotional state as well as their  
  levels of lust.        
 Beholder: (-4)  This can be added to 
either eye option. You can  now watch 
through any normal mortal’s eyes for five 
hours each day. This can, however, be 
protected against by some summoners. 

Face 

Your nose is perhaps the furthest reaching 
sense you possess.        
 Cute: (-1)   Your face now has 
adorable characteristics. You can use your 
innocent appearance to your advantage. 
 Beauty: (-1)  Your facial 
characteristics are extremely beautiful. 
Mortals will be drawn to your beauty.  
 Bestial: (-1)  You now have the 
facial features of an animal of your 
choosing. Another –1 may be spent to 
make it fully animalistic.      

  Bloodhound: (-3) If you have a   
  creature’s scent you can track them   
  reasonably for up to 15miles.  An    
  additional –1 may be spent to increase the 
  radius by 10 miles.      
  Whiskers: (-2)  You now have   
  whiskers on your face. These can detect  
  disturbances in the air and give you an  
  improved reaction time.     

 Demonic: (-2)  You have an 
intimidating demonic facial structure. 
Mortals will be frightened of you.   

  Demonic Nose: (-2)  if you have 
previously smelled a mortal’s sexual fluid, you may 
track them within 20 miles. An additional -1 may be 
spent to add another 10 miles to the radius. 

The Ties that Bind You 

Freelance: (+0) 

 You are more or less a free soul, however 

you do have a master. He will summon you 

monthly to take a share of any energy you have 

taken from mortals, as well as to give you tasks. 

 As you gain power he may promote you. You 

may eventually overpower him and become 

truly free. 

An Attractive Summon: (+1) 

 You are an attractive target for mortals 

dabbling in the dark arts. Depending on how 

powerful the binds are, you may become a near 

permanent servant. You can more often than 

not use trickery to attempt to corrupt or kill your 

summoner. You may take this multiple times for 

additional bonuses, the default summoning 

frequency is around every 6 months. Each time 

you take this it increase the frequency twofold. 

This may be combined with any other binding 

option. 

Stupid Mortal: (+2) 

 A young mortal with limited knowledge of 

demons has somehow managed to place an 

extremely strong bind on you. He/She will be for 

the most part kind.        

 For some reason, you find that they are 

growing on you. It will be difficult for you to get 

rid of them through conventional demon 

trickery.          

 The effects of An Attractive Summon are 

negated until you are free. You may only take An 

Attractive Summon once along with this option. 

Aware: (+5) 

 Mortals have basic knowledge of demons 

and their weaknesses. Though still weaker than 

you, mortals will be better equipped to deal 

with you if you appear.        

 This will make hunting for energy much more 

difficult as more mortals will have the tools to 

be able to resist you and your influence. 
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 Having selected your form changes, the succubus turns the page. “Good, good… Now you will choose your primary attributes.” You begin reading the list 
and feel horrified at what you see. 

“You now have an additional 20 primary points to spend.” 

 “Will you be an incubus? Or a succubus like me?” She grins darkly. “If you choose the form opposite to your current sex, I’ll give you 5 primary points extra 
to sweeten the deal.” 

 The next section includes minions. Parts purchased in this section, or the previous, may be ‘stored’ instead of applied to yourself. Parts bought and not 
applied to yourself may be applied to any or all of your minions. ‘Age’ and ‘Height’ do not count as parts and require their respective spells. 

 

General Attributes 

Age 

 The default is an appearance of a person in their mid-
twenties (25). You may spend -0.1 to increase or decrease 
your outward age. If you de-age yourself below 20 you will 
lose 1” of height per year.              
 -If you age yourself to 35 or higher, you may spend –2 to 
gain 1 savage or demonic magic.           
 -If you age yourself below 18 you will gain a cute body. If 
you have a cute face you will gain a cute aura, which makes 
everything you do and say adorable. 

Height 

 Your default height is 5’5” for succubus’ and 6’ for incubus’.  
You may spend-0.5 to increase your height by 1”, or you may 
gain +0.5 to decrease your height. Height is limited to 3’-8’. 
 -You may pay –6 to make yourself anywhere between 3”-6” 
tall. You gain stretchy for free. 

Body Type 

 You will default to the 3 ‘average’ body types for your sex. 
You may spend –1 to choose any combination of the 3 types. 
You cannot choose types that do not go together (Chubby & 
Skinny). 

Tier 1:  Skinny  Average  Chubby  Fat 

Tier 2:  Frail  Average  Toned   Muscular  

Tier 3:  Childish Average  Feminine  Masculine 

Sexual Attributes Succubus Incubus 

 Breasts:  If you didn’t already, you now have breasts. The default 

size is a C cup. You may spend -1 to increase 

your cup size or +1 to decrease it. -1 to add an 

extra nipple to all breasts        

              

   Multiple:  You can spend -2 to add another pair of breasts. They will 

decrease in size from top to bottom. You can take this 

multiple times up to a maximum of 3 times for a total of 

eight pairs                

               

   Lactation: (-2) Your breasts now produce delicious milk. You will default to 

producing 0.5L per day + 0.5L per additional set of 

breasts. You may spend -1 to increase it by 1L as many 

times as desired. If no mortal is around you cannot milk 

yourself.                

    Addictive: (-3) Your breast milk is now mildly   

    addictive. Consumers will not enter withdrawal, but 

              will actively seek out more. An additional –2 may be 

paid for full            addiction with withdrawal.       

              Inflation: (-2) Rather than leaking, your breasts will 

              simply swell until the milk is released. Milk   

              production is increased by 4L per day.    

              Udders: (-2) If you have 1 point in any bestial  

              form category, you may gain a standard cow-like  

              udder. If you have lactation, you gain +4L milk  

              production per day. Any bonuses from lactation  

              apply here. 

 Ass:    Your portable cushion. You may choose any of these 

choices for -1. You will default to a firm ass.           

  Childish:  You have barely any padding.             

  Small:  A small amount of fat.               

  Firm:   A decently sized ass.                

  Large:  You’d make an average mortal jealous.         

  Bubble:  Your ass is very large, and jiggles as you walk.       

   Camel: (-3)    If you produce semen or milk, you may choose to store 

it in your ass. It will grow slowly and allow you to release large quantities if enough 

time is given.                         

   Breast Cheeks: (-2) Your ass cheeks are now replaced with equivalently 

sized breasts. This may be combined with any breast augmentation options. This will 

work with camel. 

Orifices:  Your mouth, anus and vagina are in this category. 

          Improved Anus: (-1)  Your asshole is now an 

          erogenous zone.            

          Improved Vagina: (-1)  Your cunt now produces 

          an attractive pheromone at the expense of  

          being constantly wet.          

          Improved Mouth: (-1) Your mouth is now an  

          erogenous zone.            

          Stretchy: (-3)    Your orifices can now  `

          stretch to accommodate  huge objects.    

           Vore: (-2) You may now swallow mortals. Target 

           must be 4” shorter than you or less to be consumed.

           -1 point may be spent to change this limit by 1”.  

           Limit may not may exceed 2’ taller than you.  

            Unbirth: (-2) A strange attractive force will  

            draw victims into your vagina. –2 may be paid to 

            regress victim to infant. A normal 9 month  

            pregnancy will occur and the child will see you as 

            his/her mother.           

          Tongued: (-2) One of your orifices now    

          has a tongue. It is capable of taste and    

          may take the form of the one you purchased  

          previously.               

          The Hunger: (-2) If you take pregnancy you  

          may choose to replace your navel with a large 

          mouth or vagina. Capable of vore. Cock    

          tongues do not apply. 

Cock:  Your main demonic tool in this world.  Default size is 

10” and you may spend -0.5 to increase the size by 1”, and +0.5 

to decrease it. You may spend –2 to gain an additional cock.

 Animalistic: (-1) Your cock is now like  that 

 of an animal’s.            

 It’ll fit: (-2)   No matter what size your 

 cock is, it will always fit.       

 Locked in: (-2)  Upon penetration, may   

 prevent pullout of that orifice for any length  

 of time. Your cock will stay erect as long as  

 this is in effect.           

 Inflation: (-2)  If you have enough fluid 

 stored, you may pump a victim full and 

 inflate them proportionally to the amount 

 stored.                  

           Retractable: (-3) Your penis can now fully  

 retract into your body when not in use.

 Prehensile: (-4) Your now have full control 

 over you cock as if it were another limp. Only 

 applies if its length exceeds 1’.      

  Separate mind: (+2)  A cock/cocktail of your  

            choosing over 2’ long is now permanently   

            possessed by a low level cock demon. He has full 

            control of the movements of your prehensile 

            cock/cocktail and can speak telepathically to you.

            All senses are shared, he can see/hear/feel   

            everything he can, and visa versa. He will enjoy 

            teasing and annoying you, but will be overall 

            helpful towards your cause. For –1 your    

            possession is now from a high level cock demon.

            Same as above except he will be able to provide

            you with valuable wisdom, insight and demonic

            knowledge. 

Balls:   Your method of semen storage. Your default size is 

3.5” diameter per testicle. You may spend –0.5 to increase the 

size by 1” or +0.5 to decrease it by 1 inch. 

You may spend –1 to add another pair of 

testicles. Default semen production is 

0.1L per day per testicle + 0.1ml per every  

          0.5” of diameter.  

 Inflation: (-2)  Your balls will now    

 inflate to store semen. Size will increase  

 until it is released. Semen production is   

 increased by +1L per day.       

 Animalistic: (-2) Your balls can now    

 take a bestial form of your choosing. If   

 taken with impregnation –2  may be paid 

 to cause target to give birth to an infant    

 small/medium animal of your choosing.  

 Viscous: (-2)   Your semen is extremely  

 sticky and hard to remove from any    

 surface or person . It will take multiple   

 weeks to fully drain from an orifice.   

 Impregnation: (-3) You will instantly    

 impregnate any mortal female you fuck.  

 If taken with Cock’s inflation, the inflation  

 will be permanent until the female gives 

 birth. The size of the inflation corresponds  

           to the number of births. Offspring will   

           always be human.          

  

*I know this 

is shit, but I 

couldn’t find 

anything 

else. 
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Succubus 

Orifices Continued:   

 Collector: (-1)   Semen deposited in your 

 vagina will be stored and inflate your  belly. If 

 you have a cock you can use this semen for 

 your own ejaculate.        

 Tight: (-2)     You now have powerful 

 muscles surrounding your vagina that may be 

 used to clamp down on whatever is 

 penetrating you to prevent pulling out.   

 Improved Clit: (-1) You may now spend -0.5  

           to add 1” of length to your clit. Base size is  

           0.5”. Your clit cannot ejaculate unless taken 

           with collector.            

             Nipple Clit: (-1) Your clit may now produce 

             milk if lactation is active.       

           Delicious: (-1)   An orifice of your   

           choosing may now produce any viscous food 

           item.              

 Pregnancy: (+1)   You now permanently

 have the appearance of someone 3 months

 pregnant. You may take this an additional 2 

 times for +1, adding 3 months of size each 

 time for a total size of 9 months. All belly   

           inflations will add to the size.      

                            

                           

 Other: 

 Futa: (-3)    You are now a futa with a 

 10in long dick. You may add length for –0.5 

 per inch or remove length for +0.5 per inch. 

 You may spend –2 for an additional copy of 

 your dick. This does not come with testicles.

 Incubus Aspects: (-2) You may spend –x to

 use for incubus parts.  May come with 

 default incubus testicles.        

 Egg Layer: (+1)    Every week you now 

 lay one egg roughly 1.5” in diameter. You  

 gain +0.5 to increase the diameter by 1”.  

 Eggs exceeding 6” in diameter require    

 stretchy. You may gain +0.2 to lay an    

           additional egg per week.        

   Ovipositor: (-1) Any cock like appendage of 

   your choosing can now be used to lay eggs  

   inside a victims orifice. For +2 you now cannot

   lay eggs unless it is through the ovipositor. 

   Unlaid eggs will be stored in your belly.  

   Magical Composition: (-1)  Your eggs can  

   now eaten by mortals. Effects of your choosing 

   may be applied to your eggs. If multiple effects 

   are chosen, the distribution is random.  

   Bestow: (-1)  Select one part with all   

             abilities attached. Consumers will gain that  

             part. Chosen part is permanently attached to 

             this effect.             

             Grow/Shrink: (-1) Select one type of part and 

             choose whether consumers lose or gain an  

             inch. Chosen part is permanently attached to 

             this effect.            

             Material: (-2)  Choose a material for your

             eggs to be composed of. Inedible materials 

             cannot be used with other effects. Materials 

             high density or value will not allow for a  

             egg production higher than 2 per week.  

             Chemical: (-1)  Choose a chemical for your

             eggs to include. Eggs consumed will induce 

             those effects.           

                            

                  

 Centaur: (-3)  Your lower body is now that of an 

 animal of your choosing. Unless you pay an 

 additional –1, you have no arms. All genitals except 

 for breasts are made bestial and moved to their  

 ‘correct’ position.            

 Submissive: (+3) You can no longer force yourself 

 on anyone. You can still be active but you can no  

 longer take the lead.           

 Bimbo: (+1)   You now only speak like an   

 airhead. Your mind will stay intact, but you will  

 have difficulty explaining complex thoughts. For +2

 your overall sensitivity is doubled, your lips will 

 plump up, and your entire face will be done up 

 permanently with makeup in a style of your choice.

 Heat: (+2)   If you have 3 points in any bestial 

 category, for one day each month, you will go into 

 heat. You will be unable to think of anything but sex 

 for the entirety of the day. For +1 add  another 2 

 days to each month. For +2, if you have 5 points in 

 any bestial category, you will be attracted to and            

 attract beasts of a similar kind (within reason).             

 Pregnancy is x2 as likely during this period. 

Incubus 

Balls Continued: 

 Addictive: (-3)   Your semen is now 

 mildly addictive. Consumers will not enter 

 withdrawal, but will actively seek it out. An 

 additional –2 may be paid for full addiction 

 with withdrawal.          

 Breeder: (-2)   You now produce 2x as 

 much semen. This requires Balls’ inflation.  

 This can be taken multiple times for the 

 same bonus.            

 Potent: (-2)     A target you impregnate  

 will give birth to twice as many children in   

 a given pregnancy. If a target was to carry   

 1 child she’d now carry 2. This can be taken  

           multiple times for the same bonus.    

          Ball Breasts: (-2)  Your balls are now perky C 

cup breasts. +1L of milk or semen production (may be split between the 

two. These may take all breast and testicle augmentations.     

          Delicious: (-1)   Your semen now takes on 

          the flavor and consistency of any viscous fluid

          (You can be pretty liberal with this).     

          On Command:  (-1) You can now cum  using  

          only your will. You may also prevent them.  

          Toughened: (-1)  You now have a thick and 

          tough, yet soft, layer of skin surrounding your 

          balls.  

Other:    

 Herm: (-3)   You now have a normal 

 vagina.                

                   

 Succubus Aspects: (-2)  You may spend –x 

 to use for succubus parts. May come with  

 one pair of C cup breasts.        

 Trap: (+1)       You now cannot 

 possess a vagina. Your body will be changed 

 to skinny-average-feminine. Free improved 

 anus.              

 Cuntboy: (+1)     You now cannot  

 possess a penis or breasts. Free improved 

 vagina and asshole. Heat lasts twice the   

 normal length.           

 Cock Sleeve: (-3)   After impaling a 

 mortal with your cock, who is at least 1’ 

 shorter than you, you may choose to merge 

 with them. Their legs and arms will fuse to 

 yours, and your cock will form a permanent 

connection with them. They will grow a cock of equal size between their 

legs. Any orifices not penetrated by your cock will remain. This is 

permanent until you decide to release them. You may move any parts 

that you desire onto them. All sensations are linked between the two of 

you and you gain complete control of the body. 

 Cock Arms: (-2)   You arms are now 

 equivalently sized prehensile cocks.   

 Multi-Armed: (-2)   You now have an 

 extra pair of arms. –2 for another pair up to 

 pairs. Cock Arms may be applied to this.  

 Centaur: (-3)  Your lower body is now 

 that of an animal of your choosing. Unless 

 you pay an additional –1, you have no arms. 

 All genitals except for breasts are made 

 bestial and moved to their ‘correct’ position.

 Territorial: (-2)    You can now urinate 

 on people and objects to mark them. Objects 

 marked will repel demons for 1 week. People

 marked will intensely attract the opposite sex

 Submissive: (+3) You can no longer force 

 yourself on anyone. You can still be active 

 but you can no longer take the lead.    

 Dominant: (-3)  You exert a dominating  

 force on people. People are more likely to  

 submit to you. An additional -1 must be paid  

 if you possess a vagina.         

 Cockpussy: (-3)  The tip of your cock is now 

 replaced with a vagina. It will form a tube 

 running down to your ovaries in your pelvis. 

 It is capable of birth and penetration of other

 orifices. Ejaculation is still possible. Upon  

 penetration, your cock will stretch to    

           accommodate cocks equal to or less than in

           size. This can take any penis/vagina    

           augmentation. 
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 Minions 

  Sometimes, mortals become so desperate that they will sell you their soul. Bartering for souls almost always involves some kind of ‘deal’ which will involve you completing your part of the 

bargain. You have two options for each mortal: You can either give them what they want, and gain full control over your new minion, or you can break them. Breaking a mortal will reduce them to 

a lust-crazed husk, who isn’t good for much else other than sex.  However, broken mortals will often become superior vessels for the collection of sexual energy.              

  Using an innate demonic power known as ’Bestow” you may distribute parts/abilities from yourself or between other mortals whose soul you own.  Parts/abilities bestowed from yourself 

are copied, and placed onto a mortal. A single part may not be given multiple times to one mortal. They may maintain any non-magical abilities if you choose. Parts/abilities that produce a fluid 

may have that production split/transferred/combined with other parts. Once the conditions for ‘Full Control’ or ‘Break’ have been completed, you may harvest parts/abilities from that mortal. 

Harvested parts may be given to other mortals, added to yourself, or portions of their mass and attributes combined/distributed to other parts/abilities. Parts with animalistic traits may be 

changed to a different creature when bestowed.                                                        

  Each mortal has a ‘Kink’ value, which represents how many additional parts/abilities can be added past whatever requirements are needed to complete a full control or break on them. A low 

kink score will only allow 1 additional part/ability. A medium kink score will allow for 3 additional parts/abilities. A high kink score will allow for 5 additional parts/abilities. Each additional part/ability 

applied to a mortal will provide you with an additional +1 material points.                                               

  Each mortal has a material point value for their fully controlled or broken states. These points represent how much sexual energy they can collect, and will be used in the next section. 

Remember, mortals are more useful to you as fully controlled agents who can carry out your will and eventually become low-level demons, rather than  husks. 

“You have 10 points to spend on minions!” 

Vanessa Webb *39+: (-2)  

 Knocked up at 16, Vanessa was 

forced to into single motherhood. Now 

with an empty nest, she looks back and 

wonders what could have been. 

Full Control: (+2)  Requires age 

regression to 18 or lower. 

Break: (+2)    Requires 

impregnation ability. Break will end if 

she is not pregnant for too long. +2 for 

egg-layer ability. 

Attracted To: Males 

Kink Level: Low 

Abilities: All births, including eggs, will 

produce imps (4’ tall male/female 

demonic creatures). They are stupid, but 

will follow your will. 

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, normal 

asshole, feminine body, DD cup breasts. 

Mia Ramos *19+: (-3) 

 A self-proclaimed demon hunter who 

lacks experience. She is naturally curious 

and brash, often over-estimating her 

abilities. Mia was defeated by you in 

combat. In exchange for her life, she 

pledged her soul to you. 

Full Control: (+2)  Don’t kill her. 

Break: (+3)    Requires bestowed 

demonic tail and horns. Each additional 

demonic part grants +1 MP. 

Attracted To: Males 

Kink Level: High 

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, normal 

asshole, feminine body, C cup breasts. 

Riley Simms *23+: (-2) 

 It started as something to please her 

boyfriend. Now, for her, no pleasure is 

greater than acting like a slutty pet girl. 

It is her greatest sexual desire to 

become one with her inner bitch. 

Full Control: (+3) Requires bestowed 

bestial tail, fur, ears. +1 MP for every 

extra pair of breasts you bestow. 

Break: (+2)   Requires bestowed 

cock tail. 

Attracted To: Males, Herms 

Kink Level: High 

Abilities: The effects of True Beast or 

Heat may be applied to her instead of 

you. 

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, normal 

asshole, average body, C cup breasts. 

Beth Wells *18+: (-1) 

 Beth has always been envious of 

other girls. They were so lucky! All 

through High School she hoped hers 

would blossom, but to no avail. She’s 

now in college and has given up almost 

all hope. 

Full Control: (+1) Requires bestow D cup 

breasts or larger in the normal position. 

Each cup size above that grants +1 MP. 

Break: (+2)   Requires removal of 

breasts and bestowed breast-cheeks. 

Attracted To: Males 

Kink Level: High 

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, normal 

asshole, A cup breasts, childish body. 

Kyle Williams *20+: (-1)  

 Kyle, much to his dismay, was born 

with the wrong genitals. Shy and kind, 

he has spent his entire life hiding in fear 

of social ostracization.  

Full Control: (+1) Requires a bestowed 

penis and balls in the normal position. 

He will reluctantly accept a 

hermaphrodite arrangement. 

Break: (+2)   Requires bestowed 

pair of breasts and female type ass. 

Attracted To: Females 

Kink Level: Med 

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, normal 

asshole, childish body. 

Jess Rutkowski *24+: (-2) 

 Jess is an amateur MMA fighter who 

once dreamed of the big-times. 

Unfortunately a torn ACL ruined her 

shot. She is fiercely independent and 

slightly abrasive, but sometimes shows a 

soft side. 

Full Control: (+2) Requires bestowed 

wings. 

Break: (+3)   Requires remove 

limbs. 

Attracted To: Females, Males, Herms. 

Kink Level: Low 

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, C-cup 

breasts, normal asshole, muscular body. 

Chris Miller *17+: (-2) 

 Chris is a seemingly normal High 

School junior. However, he secretly 

spends his spare time dressing up in his 

twin sister’s clothes. Chris is naturally sly 

and perverted, making him an excellent 

candidate for demon-hood. 

Full Control: (+3) Requires bestowed 

breasts and vagina as well as removal of 

cock & balls. 

Break: (+2)    Requires bestowed 

large (1’ or greater) penis. Each 1’ of 

additional length added grants +1 MP. 

Attracted To: Males, Herms 

Kink Level: High 

Parts of Interest: 5” penis, 1.5” testicles, 

normal asshole, feminine body. 

Rose Barnett *21+: (-2) 

 A hormonal imbalance has caused 

Rose to lactate since puberty. Due to 

her excessively leaky tits, the only job 

she has been able to hold is as a wet 

nurse.  

Full Control: (+3) Requires removal of 

current breasts and bestowal of small B 

cup or less breasts. 

Break: (+2)    Requires bestowed 

udders or second D cup or larger pair of 

breasts. 

Attracted To: Males 

Abilities: Her hyperactive breasts 

produce a staggering 10L a day.  

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, normal 

asshole, chubby body, E cup breasts 

with lactation. 
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Sam Wilcox*27+: (-3)  

 Sam has struggled with her body her 

whole life. Her voluptuous curves draw 

men to her, only to have her large cock 

scare them away.  Due to her lack of 

testicles, Sam has never experienced the 

sweet release of ejaculation. She longs 

for this ability.  

Full Control: (+3)  Requires bestowed 

balls. +2 MP for balls’ inflation. 

Break: (+2)    Requires 2’ cock  + 

prehensile and separate mind abilities.  

Each additional cock grants +1 MP. 

Attracted To: Females, Males, Herms 

Kink Level: Med 

Abilities: Once balls are bestowed, base 

semen production is 2L/day. 

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, normal 

asshole, E cup breasts, 11” cock, 

feminine body. 

Kate Booth *24+: (-3) 

 Kate grew up on a small ranch 

outside the city. She received a foal at a 

young age, and grew to love it. Perhaps 

a bit more than average. Her greatest 

desire is to be truly mounted by him, 

and to bear his children. 

Full Control: (+2)  Requires bestowed 

centaur horse or cow body. +1 MP for 

every other bestial horse trait you give 

her. 

Break: (+3)    Requires bestowed 

horse cock of 2’ or greater length. 

Attracted To: Males 

Kink Level: High 

Abilities: With bestowed centaur body, 

she will give birth to demonic foals. 

They have human minds and can speak, 

but a horse’s body. 

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, normal 

asshole, D cup breasts, chubby body. 

Mel Koch *18+: (-2) 

 As the captain of her High School 

swim team, Mel is extremely 

competitive. She will do anything to 

crush the competition and ensure 

victory. She is looking for a way to make 

her a faster swimmer. 

Full Control: (+3) Requires bestowed 

aquatic centaur body or aquatic tail.  

Break: (+1)   Requires bestowed 

chubby body or remove limbs. 

Attracted To: Males 

Kink Level: Low 

Abilities: Egg-layer may be applied for 

free. Her eggs will give birth to aquatic 

Imps (4’ tall male/female demonic 

creatures).  

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, normal 

asshole, toned body, B cup breasts. 

Kelly Cooper *20+: (-2) 

 Kelly is lethargy embodied. She lives 

with her enabling parents, and spends 

most of her days watching TV or 

sleeping. Her greatest desire is to truly 

not have to do anything, and be taken 

care of. While straight, she has an 

strange fear of penises. Perhaps you can 

help her with that. 

Full Control: (+2) Requires limb removal 

or cock sleeve. 

Break: (+1)   Requires bestowed 

cock tongue and cock. 

Attracted To: Males 

Kink Level: Med 

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, normal 

asshole, B cup breasts, frail body. 

Hina Ito *21+: (-3)  

 Hina has always been a horny girl. 

Now that she’s in college, her lust has 

only grown. Your first encounter with 

Hina involved her begging to join you. 

She wants to experience all the 

pleasures she can. 

Full Control: (+4)  Requires bestowal 

of improved mouth and anus.  

Break: (+0)    Cannot be broken. 

Attracted To: Females, Males, Herms 

Kink Level: High 

Abilities: All fluid production is x2. 

Parts of Interest: Improved vagina, 

normal asshole, C cup breasts, feminine 

body. 

 

Sara & Mere *22+: (-4) 

 Sara, bashful and outgoing, and 

Mere, shy and reserved, are twins. 

Through some strange quirk, perhaps of 

demonic origins, sexual sensations are 

shared between them. Sara’s greatest 

desire is to be able to knock up her 

sister. Mere, unaware of this, is resistant 

to treating with a demon but follows her 

sister’s lead. 

Full Control: (+5) Requires bestowal of 

cock & balls to Sara, with impregnation 

ability. 

Break: (+6)    Requires previous 

conditions, but with Mere instead. 

Attracted To: Males, Herms. 

Kink Level: Sara: High, Mere: Med 

Abilities: Female parts/abilities 

bestowed may be granted to both. 

Parts of Interest (both): Normal vagina, 

normal asshole, C cup breasts, feminine 

body. 

Mike Brown *29+: (-2) 

 Mike is just your average salary man. 

With no current love interests, he is 

rather lonely. His greatest desire is to be 

the father of many children. He has 

come to you for help completing this 

goal.  

Full Control: (+3) Requires bestowed 

impregnation, balls’ inflation and 

breeder abilities. 

Break: (+2)   Requires bestowed 

vagina, and pregnancy and egg-layer 

abilities. Each additional feminine part 

grants +1 MP. 

Attracted To: Females 

Kink Level: High 

Abilities: Children that were produced 

from him will be imps (4’ tall male/

female demonic creatures). 

Parts of Interest: Normal asshole, 

masculine body, 7” cock. 

Anna Lott *21+: (-2) 

 At 4’5”, Anna has always been under 

foot. As a child, she grew fascinated 

with fairies, and has wanted to be one 

ever since.  

Full Control: (+3)  Requires wings, 

demonic ears, and stretchy ability. If 

these conditions are fulfilled she will 

shrink to 3” tall. 

Break: (+2)    Requires bestowed 

masculine body and 1’ or large penis. If 

these conditions are fulfilled she will 

grow to 6’ tall. 

Attracted To: Males 

Kink Level: Med 

Parts of Interest: Normal vagina, normal 

asshole, childish body, A cup breasts. 

Abilities: If full control is granted, you 

may gain an additional +1 demonic or 

savage magic. 
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Demonic 

Lust: (-1)     Cursed target’s lust threshold is significantly 

lowered. They will become horny more easily. 

Lactation: (-1)   Cursed target will begin lactating at 0.5L per day.      

-0.5 may be spent to increase it by 0.5L per day. 

Breeder: (-1)   Cursed target will gain balls’ inflation and +1L semen 

production per day. –0.5 may be spent to increase this by 0.5L.  

Submissive: (-1)  Cursed target is unable to force themselves on 

anyone. 

Fetish: (-1)    Cursed target will now gain a fetish of your 

choosing. They will have difficulty resisting urges related to it. 

Intersex: (-1)   Cursed target will grow average reproductive 

genitals opposite to their current sex. 

Gender: (-1)    Cursed target will become attracted to a sex of your 

choosing. 

Age: (-1)     Reduce or increase cursed target’s age by 5. –0.1 

may be paid to increase/reduce age by another year. 

Inflate: (-1)    A chosen cursed target’s part will double in size. –1 

may be paid to add another x2 to the size, or to select another part. 

Mind Swap: (-2)  If you have cursed two or more targets, you may 

shuffle their minds around into different bodies of your choosing. 

Pregnancy: (-1)   All vaginal sex a cursed target has will produce a 

pregnancy. –1 for the target to look permanently 9 months pregnant. 

Slut: (-1)     Cursed target will be forced to dress, act, and talk 

like a slut. 

Collector: (-1)   All semen that enters a cursed target will be stored 

until you desire to release it. If you have collector you may transfer this 

stored semen to yourself. 

Delicious: (-1)   A cursed target’s orifice of your choosing will 

produce a food or drink item appropriate to it. 

Modification: (-2)  You may copy and place a part from your body 

along with all attached abilities, and place it on a target. 

Bestial 

Heat: (-1)     For one day a month, cursed target will go into heat. 

–1 may be spent to add two days to each month. 

Anthro: (-3)    Cursed target will become a fully anthropomorphic 

humanoid in a form of your choosing. –1 to have cursed target adopt 

personality traits appropriate to their form. 

Quadruped: (-2)  Cursed target’s limbs are replaced with an animal of 

your choosing’s equivalent. They can no longer walk bipedally. 

New Form: (-1)   Cursed target’s mind will be swapped with an 

animal of your choosing. They retain their true thoughts but cannot 

speak. Cursed target will become attracted to animals of the same kind. 

–1 may be paid to petrify cursed target’s body when swapped, 

preserving it. 

Collared: (-1)   When a collar is placed around the neck of a cursed 

target, they will become subservient to you. Collar can only be removed 

by demons. 

Leashed: (-2)   Cursed target will grow a tail similar to yours in a 

length of your choosing <5m. That tail can connect to yours forming a 

bond and preventing movement beyond its length. The link is 

unbreakable by mortals. Multiple victims can be linked. 

Vore Proof: (-1)  Cursed target will survive being eaten and digested. 

Digestion will consume fat and leave the target skinny. 

Nudist: (-2)    All clothes cursed target attempts to wear will fall 

off during a chosen 6 hour period each day. –1 may be spend +6 hours. 

Double: (-2)    Cursed target’s age will be halved, and they will split 

into two separate identical people. Their personalities and knowledge 

will remain intact. 

Pheromones: (-1)  Cursed target will produce a sweet scent. People of 

the opposite sex will be filled with lust upon smelling it. 

Litter: (-1)     Cursed target will carry 3x as many children per 

pregnancy. This may be taken again, once, for –1. 

 

Signature Curse 

 As a demon, curses are your trade. You get one to start out with and can choose any number of effects from either school as 

long as it fits in your budget. Curses must be applied within 5 feet of a victim. You can only curse someone once per week. 

“You have 5 points to spend on your curse.” 
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 You got through the last section, and you can already feel the corrupting demonic influence at work. “Excellent, we’re almost 

done. Now you must choose your magical abilities.”  

 “Did you keep track of how many spell slots you have? If not go back and check.” 

Demonic 

Change Sex:  This spell will allow you to 

permanently change a victims sex to better match 

your desires. Their form will be as if they had 

grown up as that gender. Reality itself will be 

changed so only the victim and other demons 

remember any differently. 

Remove Limbs:  A victims limb’s will simply fall 

off, leaving them as a fleshy fuck-sack. This can be 

reversed any time you wish.  

Age Progression/Regression: You may change the 

age of a victim to whatever you desire. Make the 

old young, or the young old, whatever. 

Teleport:  You can blink to anywhere within a 20 

mile radius. This ability has a 12 hour cooldown. 

The cooldown will only start once you have used 

up your mileage. For example, you can teleport 20 

miles away once, or 1 mile away twenty times. 

Break Bonds:   This ability allows you to break all 

but the strongest bonds, making you extremely 

difficult to contain. Only the most learned of 

summoners can hope to hold you. If chosen with 

Trickery, no mortal can hold you. This excludes the 

summon from Stupid Mortal. 

Mind Control:  A chosen target will now follow 

your will. This effect only works within a mile 

radius. Targets can be broken free of your control 

through some means. 

Possession:   You may take an ethereal form and 

possess a target for up to 2 hours a day. You may 

use any shape shifting abilities while in control. 

Eternal:  If you are ever killed, you will be reborn 

in the realm of demons. However you will return 

as a much less powerful entity, and must slowly 

regain your power. If you are killed again without 

gaining any power, you will die.  

Cultists:  You have the ability to draw mortals to 

your cause, who will willingly do your bidding. You 

can use them to gain power. 

Expanded Primary Form:  You may take this and 

gain +6 primary form points. 

Conjoined: Through some accident, you and 

another demon’s souls are now bound. You will 

appear as a being with two heads. The other 

demon will be similar to you, however 

disagreement will be an often occurrence. You 

gain +1 demonic magic. 

Bestial 

Savage Movement:  This is a passive ability, you 

will be able to run like the wind, jump over 

buildings and swim like a… well fish.  

Were:  If you have an improved teeth, you may 

infect and transform a victim. Their form will be 

similar to yours, though much more inferior. They 

will automatically see you as their alpha. This can 

only be done once every six weeks. The 

transformation, however, is often too much for 

mortals and you’ll probably end up killing them.  

Animal Alliance:  Any type of animal of your 

choosing will follow your will. This ability only 

works within a 2 mile radius. Once the animal is 

outside that radius, the effects no longer work. 

Trickery:  You are extremely sly, and able to trick 

most summoners into letting you go. Only the 

most clever summoners can see through your 

tricks. If chosen with Break Bonds, no mortals can 

hold you. This excludes the summon from Stupid 

Mortal 

Calm:   You can emit a calming magical aura 

every hour that will cause all targets within the 

immediate area to temporarily cease their anger 

or horror. 

Invisibility:  You can turn invisible for 12 hours 

each day. If chameleon was taken, you are 

completely undetectable even through magical 

means. 

Regress:  If you are killed, your soul may latch 

onto the nearest animal around you in a 1 mile 

radius. It must as large or larger than a mouse. You 

will have complete control of this creature, and 

will be able to regain your power slowly. If no 

animal is present, you will die. If you are killed as 

that animal without gaining any power, you will 

die. 

Drain Life:  You can drain the life force of living 

things to heal yourself. You cannot use this ability 

on humans. Plants and animals are fair game. 

Expanded Form: You may take this and gain +6 

form points. 

True Beast:  You will take on traits of the animal 

that you are most aligned with. I.E. felines will 

chase laser-pointers and enjoy catnip. Resisting 

these primal urges is extremely difficult. You gain 

+1 savage magic. 


